Abstract-An analog joint source channel coding (JSCC) system is developed for wireless optical communications. Source symbols are mapped directly onto channel symbols using space filling curves and then a non-linear stretching function is used to reduce distortion. Different from digital systems, the proposed scheme does not require long block lengths to achieve good performance reducing the complexity of the decoder significantly. This paper focuses on intensity-modulated direct-detection (IM/DD) optical wireless systems. First, a theoretical analysis of the IM/DD wireless optical channel is presented and the prototype communication system designed to transmit data using analog JSCC is introduced. The nonlinearities of the real channel are studied and characterized. A novel technique to mitigate the channel nonlinearities is presented. The performance of the real system follows the simulations and closely approximates the theoretical limits. The proposed system is then used for image transmission by first taking samples of a set of images using compressive sensing and then encoding the measurements using analog JSCC. Both simulation and experimental results are shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
A NALOG joint source-channel coding (JSCC) has recently emerged as a coding scheme that works purely in the analog domain. In contrast to traditional digital systems where zeros and ones are coded and transmitted, analog JSCC takes analog input symbols and generates analog channel symbols without any processing in the digital domain. The Shannon "separation principle" states that the optimal communication system can be achieved by cascading optimal source coding and optimal channel coding [1] , however, this has limitations in practice. First, it does not consider the system complexity. From Shannon's paper [1] , it is known that approaching optimality requires infinite block lengths, which results in long system delays and high computational complexity. Moreover, if the signal to be sent is analog, quasioptimal digital systems would require powerful vector quantization and source coding. Second, the "separation principle" does not say anything regarding robustness against a change in the channel conditions. Channel codes are designed to protect data at a certain channel signal to noise ratio (CSNR). If the CSNR increases, the channel codes will over-protect the data, which leads to low efficiency. On the other hand, if the CSNR decreases, the channel codes will no longer offer sufficient protection, and this can lead to a "breakdown" in system performance. Our goal is to design low-complexity analog JSCC schemes that present low distortion in lossy compression and graceful degradation when the channel conditions change.
In digital systems based on the separation principle, the source encoder first eliminates redundancy in the data, and then the channel encoder adds controlled redundancy in order to protect the data. In JSCC, both procedures are done together. It is known that sending a Gaussian source into an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel without doing any coding is optimal [2] . However, in most cases it is necessary to perform either bandwidth compression or bandwidth expansion. Many pioneering techniques have been proposed to solve this issue. They range from well known frequency modulation and pulse position modulation for bandwidth expansion, to channel optimized vector quantizers [3] for bandwidth compression.
Interestingly, recent developed techniques, known as "Shannon Mappings" can meet our goal in both bandwidth compression and bandwidth expansion [4] - [6] . This scheme uses space filling curves to fill an n-dimensional space with a one dimensional curve to create a mapping of R N → R or R → R N . By selecting the direction of mapping, one can achieve N : 1 bandwidth compression or 1 : N bandwidth expansion. This scheme has shown surprisingly good performance when dealing with lossy compression in AWGN channels, with a resulting distortion that is very close to the theoretical limit. Furthermore, this scheme presents graceful degradation when the real CSNR is lower than the one used for the system design [4] .
It has been shown in the literature that analog JSCC systems using Shannon Mappings can outperform digital systems while requiring less complexity. Specifically, the advantages of analog JSCC over digital systems for wireless communications have been studied in [7] , where a thorough comparison between analog JSCC systems and digital systems for wireless channels is presented.
The objective in this paper is to investigate the application of the Shannon Mappings in wireless optical communications. Unlike AWGN channels, rigorous fundamental limits of optical channels are still unknown, therefore coding techniques for optical communications are less well developed. Moreover there is a growing demand of optical communications for both analog and digital systems [8] , [9] . Hence it becomes important to study the optical channel and develop new coding schemes. This paper focuses on intensity-modulation direct-detection (IM/DD) systems where information is modulated on the intensity of lightwave and direct detection measures the lightwave power, which is similar to a square law detector in RF communications [10] . First, an introduction to analog JSCC using Shannon Mappings and its application in AWGN channels is provided, since the proposed scheme for the IM/DD wireless optical channel is a modified version of the ones used in [11] and [6] for data transmission over AWGN channels. Then the optical channel model is described in Section III and the real optical communication system for analog JSCC is introduced in Section IV. In this section, the IM/DD optical channel is also characterized since attenuation and nonlinearities have to be taken into account in real communication systems. In Section V, the channel capacity and the capacity achieving distributions are calculated based on the experimental results obtained from the channel characterization. Then, a novel scheme to overcome the nonlinear behaviours of the real channel is described in Section VI and both simulation and experimental results are compared showing the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. In addition, the complexity of the proposed system is provided and compared to that of digital systems. To conclude this paper, in Section VII, image transmission using analog JSCC and compressive sensing (CS) is considered. This is done using the previously mentioned Shannon Mappings to encode the continuous amplitude CS measurements proceeding from an analog source and then transmitting them through the channel [12] - [14] . Both simulation and experimental results for image transmissions are shown.
II. ANALOG JSCC USING SHANNON MAPPINGS
The idea of using geometric curves for bandwidth expansion was first introduced by Shannon in 1949 [15] . Similar ideas were also studied by Kotel'nikov in [16] . However, this research area had not been of much interest until the works of Ramstad and Chung, [4] , [5] . The name "Shannon Mappings" was given by Ramstad in [4] to honor the idea from Shannon 60 years ago. In the past ten years, several authors have performed research in this area. Topics related to 2:1 mappings include channel mismatch [11] , quantization [17] , and optimum MMSE decoding [6] . Akyol et al. [21] studied the optimal mapping schemes for different bandwidth compression/expansion ratios and concluded that the Archimedes' spiral is very close to the optimal mapping scheme for 2:1 bandwidth compression when optimal decoders are used. Mappings for distributed systems were introduced in [22] . The use of Shannon mappings to improve performance of CS was reported in [12] . Although a significant number of papers have been published in recent years, research in this area is still in its early stage.
A. Channel Capacity and Optimal Performance Theoretically Attainable (OPTA)
The channel capacity of an AWGN channel with mean 0 and variance σ 2 N is C = to-noise ratio (CSNR). From rate distortion theory, when zero mean Gaussian sources with variance σ 2 X are considered, the rate distortion function is
where D represents the signal distortion. In this paper D is measured using the mean square error criterion:
2 }, where is the error andx is the recovered estimate of x.
It is also known from information theory that when M source symbols are to be transmitted in N channel uses the following relationship must be always satisfied:
SDR is known as signal-to-distortion ratio. The optimal performance theoretically attainable, OPTA, is obtained when (3) is satisfied with equality.
B. Archimedes' Spiral and System Model for AWGN Channels
In the literature, different types of curves have been proposed according to the source distribution. In general, the idea is to encode an N -tuple of i.i.d source symbols into K channel symbols and then transmit them through a channel with noise variance σ 2 N . It is known that for i.i.d zero mean Gaussian sources 2:1 mappings using the Archimedes' spiral can achieve quasioptimal performance [11] , [6] . This paper will focus on this particular type of curves.
The Archimedes' Spiral can be described by the following parametric form:
The two source symbols (x 1 , x 2 ) are mapped onto the closest point on the Archimedes' Spiral thereby generating the corresponding channel symbol represented by the angle θ.
The system model shown in Fig. 1 is utilized to transmit the analog symbols through the AWGN channel. After performing the mapping described above, represented by M Δ (·), a nonlinear function T α (·), often called stretching function [4] , is used to reduce distortion. The transformation T 2 (θ) = sign(θ)|θ| 2 was studied in [11] showing good performance close to OPTA. The general function T α (θ) = sign(θ)|θ| α was studied in [6] and it was shown that the parameter α can be optimized together with Δ to obtain better performance, specially when the CSNR is low. Therefore in this article the latter approach will be used. Finally at the end of the encoder the normalization constant K is used to satisfied the constraint E{(Kz)
2 } ≤ P . At the decoder the received signal is first multiplied by the constant 1 K and then ML or MMSE decoding is applied to obtain an estimated valueX. When ML decoding is usedX is calculated as:
where θ X is the angle obtained after mapping X on the Archimedes' Spiral and s is the spiral-like curve. Therefore ML decoding can be performed by first applying the inverse function T α (·) −1 on the received symbol y and then the inverse mapping according to (4) .
If MMSE decoding is utilized theX can be calculated in the following manner:
The integral in (8) can only be calculated numerically since the function p(y|X) involves the nonlinear transformation M Δ (·). However the value of the above integral can be accurately approximated by just performing additions and multiplications using the method described in [6] .
III. IM/DD WIRELESS OPTICAL CHANNEL MODEL
In IM/DD systems the information of the signal is modulated on lightwave intensity at the transmitter and is then recovered by direct detection of its power at the receiver. This paper focuses on optical wireless channels where an electrical signal is transformed into a lightbeam by a photodiode and then received by a photodetector (either a photodiode or phototransistor) which converts the received optical power back into an electric signal. The general block diagram of an optical wireless channel is represented in Fig. 2 following the scheme described in [23] . In this system the optical transmitter is driven by an electrical signal 
x(t) (input signal) that produces the intensity I(t). This can be written as I(t) = ax(t)
where a is the optical gain of the emitter given in W/ A · m 2 . Since direct detection is performed by our system, the electrical signal produced by the photodetector y(t) is proportional to the received intensity and can be written as y = bI(t). If we take into account the channel response, the mathematical expression that describes the received signal is y(t) = |abx(t) * h(t) + n|, where the absolute values is due to the fact that intensity cannot be negative, the product ab is unitless and the function h(t) represents the impulse response of the channel [23] . Where the absolute values is due to the fact that intensity cannot be negative, the product ab is unitless and the function h(t) represents the impulse response of the channel. The noise n is predominantly shot noise generated by the high intensity ambient light and by the Central Limit Theorem it can be modeled as signal-independent AWGN with variance σ 2 n [24] . In our system model the signals are considered to be bandwidth-limited over the operation frequency range and the channel frequency response to be flat over that region. This leads to the following simplified channel model:
where h represents the product ab. Since the physical quantity x(t) is instantaneous optical power, this constrains all the transmitted amplitudes to be nonnegative (∀t, x(t) ≥ 0).
IV. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IM/DD WIRELESS OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR ANALOG JSCC
In this section the prototype designed to transmit data using analog JSCC is presented. First the opto-mechanical mount used to ensure the repeatability of the experiments is described and then the electronics are explained. Later, the real IM/DD wireless optical channel is studied and characterized since phenomena like fading and nonlinearities play an important role in real channels and must be considered at the decoding stage.
A. Opto-Mechanical Mount
High precision opto-mechanical components were used to ensure the repeatability of the experiments. A 60 cm bench plate was set over four self-adjusting leveling feet to ensure stability. Two posts were located at each end of the bench plate to support both transmitter and receiver as shown in Fig. 3 . In order to obtain high-precision alignment two adjustable detector mounts were attached to the posts to fix the optical components. Finally, the precision alignment was performed using a laser diode ensuring that the laser beam hit the optical device at the other end of the bench plate.
B. Electronics
Two optical infrared (IR) components that operate at a wavelength of 940 nm were selected to establish the optical link. The transmitter used is a Vishay TSAL6100 high power IR GaAlAs/GaAs diode and the receiver a Vishay BPV11F silicon NPN phototransistor. The simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 4 . The principle of operation is simple: A current source is controlled by the microcontroller DAC voltage output at the transmitter side, thereby controlling the optical power emitted by the photodiode. This relationship is represented as i x = kV ADC , where k is a constant given in A/V . At the receiver side the optical signal is converted into an electrical current i p by the phototransitor. This current generates a voltage v p then captured by the microcontroller ADC.
C. Channel Analysis and Characterization
Real wireless channels and semiconductor devices present nonlinear behaviours that affect the performance of the overall system and represent a challenge at the decoding stage. Signal attenuation due to the distance between transmitter and receiver is also a factor to be taken into account since in some cases its effect can be severe and affect the signal reconstruction. For these reasons having some knowledge of the channel characteristics and behaviour becomes crucial in real communication systems.
1) Channel Attenuation and Nonlinearities: As mentioned before in Section III, the optical channel model can be represented by an equivalent electrical model. Thus, the characterization of the channel is performed measuring electrical signals. The channel attenuation coefficient h is obtained as h = V ADC /V DAC , thereby h is represented as the relationship between the voltage output of the DAC that controls the photodiode and the voltage across the resistor R represented by V ADC as shown in Fig. 4 . For this experiment V DAC is a known dc voltage signal set by the microcontroller at the transmitter and V ADC is taken as the sample mean of a defined number of samples N taken by the ADC at the receiver.
The channel attenuation including the semiconductor nonlinear effects in both transmitter and receiver is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Notice that when V DAC is low the behaviour is highly nonlinear since the devices are not working entirely in their active region, however, as the V DAC is increased the gain remains relatively stable for V DAC > 1 V.
2) Channel Noise:
The maximum likelihood estimators were used to calculate the sample meanμ and the varianceσ 2 of the received signal V ADC . Despite the nonlinear behaviour of the channel the noise variance remains almost constant throughout the entire dynamic range of the device. Some of the experimental values obtained in the laboratory can be seen in Table I .
The probability density function (pdf) of the noise distributions for different values of V DAC are shown in Fig. 5(b)-(d) . The pdf of the noise distributions for different values of V DAC are shown in Fig. 5(b)-(d) . It can be seen that at the receiver the real noise resembles Gaussian noise, and for values close to 0 V, as in Fig. 5(b) , the distribution folds as a result of the optical channel constraints. This can be modeled using a Chi distribution of order 1 (the distribution of the absolute value of a Gaussian distribution). In Section IV, it will be shown that by approximating the system noise as zero mean Gaussian noise of the same variance and taking the absolute value of the received signal, the system can be modeled accurately and without any noticeable performance degradation.
V. CHANNEL CAPACITY OF THE IM/DD WIRELESS OPTICAL CHANNEL
The channel capacity of the IM/DD wireless optical channel described by equation (12) cannot be calculated analytically. Therefore a generalization of the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm for continuous channels described in [25] is used.
Since the channel model is continuous the mutual information I(X, Y ) is given by
where
which is the equation of a Chi distribution of order 1. This can be easily seen in equation (12) if the variable x is fixed and recalling that n is zero mean i.i.d white Gaussian noise. Using the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm the equation C = max p(x) I(X, Y ) is solved. The gain coefficient h was also included in the calculation of the capacity to obtain the real channel capacity [26] - [28] . The capacity achieving probability distributions p(x) for the IM/DD wireless optical channel are shown in Fig. 6 and the capacity of the IM/DD wireless optical channel is depicted in Fig. 7 . Having characterized the real IM/DD optical channel the real system will be modeled accurately in Section VI. All the data transmissions of the experiments described in the following sections were done at a rate of 1 KHz unless otherwise stated.
VI. ANALOG JSCC OVER THE IM/DD WIRELESS OPTICAL CHANNEL

A. OPTA for IM/DD Wireless Optical Channels
From eqs. (1) and (2) OPTA can be obtained as 
B. Proposed 2:1 Mapping Scheme for the IM/DD Channel
In the IM/DD optical channel negative symbols cannot be transmitted due to the nature of the channel itself, therefore, the Archimedes' spiral described in Section II cannot be used directly. A single-arm spiral is used instead by only taking the positive arm of the original Archimedes' spiral. The rest of the elements in the system model shown in Fig. 1 remain the same. The single-arm spiral mapping can be represented as
C. System Model for the Optical Channel and Simulation Results
The new scheme shown in Fig. 8 is proposed for the IM/DD optical channel. This new system model takes into account the intrinsic optical channel constraints.
In this paper we consider the transmission of zero-mean Gaussian sources with variance 1, (σ 2 X = 1). The Archimedes' Spiral is replaced by the single-arm spiral mapping referred to as S Δ (·) in Fig. 8 , thereby restricting the transmitted symbols θ to be nonnegative. The parameters α and Δ are optimized for each given CSNR as described in [6] . In order to mitigate the attenuation and the nonlinear behaviour of the real channel the new system model takes into account such factors by using a function f that simulates the channel attenuation as shown in Fig. 8 . At the decoding stage, an inverse function f −1 is applied to the received symbols in order to alleviate the distorting effect.
The real channel is modeled as the combination of the attenuation function f applied to the transmitted symbols and the addition of zero mean Gaussian noise of variance σ 2 n since the variance remains almost constant throughout the entire dynamic range of operation as shown in Table I . Both ML and Fig. 9 . Performance of the simulated system versus the real system. MMSE decoding were implemented by simulation to compare their performance.
Following the same procedure as in [7] , we calculated the theoretical limit for a digital system that utilizes scalar quantization, and include the corresponding curve in Fig. 9 .
It can be seen that the curves for ML and MMSE decoding are close to each other for CSNR higher than 20 dB, similar to the results obtained for the two-arm spiral mapping studied in [11] and [6] . However, for lower CSNR MMSE decoding performs better and the curves start to differ from each other significantly for CSNR lower than 15 dB. This leads us to think that in practical communication systems using this modulation scheme it is not necessary to use MMSE decoding unless the CSNR is low thereby reducing the complexity at the decoding stage. This fact will be used advantageously in Section VII for image transmission since the real channel CSNR is greater than 20 dB and ML decoding can be used instead of MMSE decoding obtaining good results and also reducing the processing time and complexity of the decoding stage significantly. Notice that the results of the real system performance follow almost exactly the simulation results. It can also be noticed that both the simulation and the real channel performance closely approximate the channel OPTA. It can also be observed in Fig. 9 that for the whole CSNR range, the theoretical limit (i.e., assuming perfect source and channel coding/decoding) of the digital system is worse than practical results obtained with the analog mappings using MMSE decoding. Even using ML decoding, the analog system outperforms the theoretical limit of the digital system for CSNR > 15 dB.
D. Complexity Results
In order to assess the complexity of the proposed scheme, a comparison between the number of computations required to encode/decode a source sample is presented for our system and for digital systems. The complexity of analog JSCC systems using spiral-like curves has been reported in [13] , where the complexity of the analog system is calculated in terms of the number of computations required to encode/decode a source sample. Following the same procedure, the total complexity of the proposed system (including encoding and ML decoding) was calculated in this paper. Similarly, the complexity of decoding low-density parity-check (LDPC) like codes in terms of number of computations for digital systems has been reported in [29] . The results of both the proposed system and digital systems using LDPC-like codes can be seen in Table II . Table II compares the complexity of the decoding of an LDPC-like code with the complexity of the encoder and decoder of the proposed system, both of them (LDPC-like decoding and proposed system) implemented on digital signal processors. The encoding complexity of the proposed system includes the calculation of the optimization function M Δ (·) for each sample, which is the greatest contributor to the overall complexity (the complexity of ML decoding is very small, as it is just a change of coordinates). Notice that the comparison in Table II penalizes the proposed system, since for the digital system only the decoding complexity of the LDPC-like code is included (the complexity of the source/channel encoder or the complexity of the source decoder is not included), while for the proposed system it includes the end-to end encoding/decoding complexity (i.e., the whole number of operations necessary to transmit and decode data from transmitter to receiver utilizing digital signal processors). The reason we provide the comparison in this manner is to obtain a lower bound for the complexity of any digital system (based on either the separation principle or JSCC), as for any digital system the use of a very powerful channel code, such as an LDPC code, will be required.
VII. ANALOG JSCC FOR IMAGE TRANSMISSION OVER THE IM/DD WIRELESS OPTICAL CHANNEL
It has been shown in previous works that it is possible to transmit images using analog JSCC applied to continuous amplitude compressive-sensing measurements coming from a CS encoder [4] , [12] , [13] . These techniques clearly outperform stand-alone CS systems where no encoding is used and the source symbols are sent directly through the channel [12] . Optimal energy allocation of the transmitted signal has also been studied in [13] , aiming at PSNR improvements in the reconstructed images. In this section we adopt the scheme used in [13] for image transmission and extend it to the IM/DD wireless optical channel. Furthermore, a novel technique involving an additional nonlinear transformation is introduced, which leads to performance improvement. 
A. Image Transmission over the IM/DD Wireless Optical Channel
The system model for image transmission is depicted in Fig. 10 . First, the data is acquired through a CS encoder that produces kM continuous-amplitude symbols. The CS technique used in this paper is the one described in [30] , which exploits the a priori information that natural images exhibit and takes into account their statistics and sparsity thereby acting as a source encoder [13] . Then, these symbols are encoded using the single-arm spiral mapping and the transformation T α (·) as shown in Fig. 8 producing M symbols. This step is represented by the Analog Channel Encoder block in Fig. 10 . The symbols are then sent through the IM/DD Wireless Optical Channel and, at the decoding stage, the inverse transformation f −1 is applied to reduce distortion. Then ML decoding is applied to the incoming symbols and the output is decoded by a CS decoder to obtain the reconstructed image. Notice that for the 2:1 Shannon Mappings studied in this paper k = 2. The number of symbols to be transmitted is set to M = 15000 for the following experiments unless otherwise stated.
B. Nonlinear Transformation for Performance Improvement
It is known that the performance of systems using analog JSCC is highly dependent on the source pdf [4] , [6] . Hence it becomes crucial to have control over the CS measurements coming from the CS encoder, which in general, are not Gaussian distributed. Previous works have tackled this problem by dividing the symbols to be transmitted in different energy bands [13] , and in other cases these symbols are encoded and sent directly through the channel regardless of their pdf [12] . In this paper, based on the pdf of the CS measurements, a nonlinear transformation is proposed to reshape this pdf and improve the system performance.
1) CS Encoder Output Probability Distribution:
The images to be encoded are eight-bit black and white images of 256 × 256 pixels. If no processing is done and the image is sent directly to the CS encoder the resulting output pdf is highly concentrated around zero and presents a higher value coefficient, usually two orders of magnitude higher than the others, related to the dc component of the image. In order to mitigate this phenomenon, the image to be sent is normalized to values in the range [−0.5, 0.5] before entering the CS encoder, thereby eliminating this high-valued coefficient, which in [13] , is sent through the channel without encoding to improve performance in the image reconstruction.
2) The Nonlinear Transformation T β : Having normalized the image as mentioned above, the nonlinear transformation T β (x) = sign(x)|x| β is introduced into the system to modify the CS encoder output pdf as shown in Fig. 11 . The original CS output pdf (when β = 1 and there is no modification) contains most of it measurements near the origin whereas the high-valued CS coefficients lay far away from it. This results in poor performance if the measurements are encoded without any modification. Therefore, the transformation T β (·) for β < 1 increases the performance of the system mitigating this effect and producing a better match between source and channel.
C. Simulation Results
In order to illustrate the potential of the proposed system a 256 × 256 "Boat" image was considered. The original CS encoder output pdf and the modified versions obtaining after using the transformation T β (·) are depicted in Fig. 12 .
Following the same procedure described in Section II the parameters α and Δ were optimized for each given β and for the different CSNR. The proposed scheme is compared with two techniques previously studied in the literature. A brief description of them is provided here for clarity.
1) Energy Allocation Method:
The energy allocation method, which is described in detail in [13] , obtains the symbols proceeding from the CS encoder and then divides them in two energy bands. The first band consists only of the first symbol which is generally two orders of magnitude bigger than the others. The second band contains the rest of the symbols. Then, the energy is optimally distributed to the two bands in order to improve the overall performance. The average power per symbol of the system remains the same before and after the energy allocation process.
2) No Energy Allocation Method:
This method is studied in [12] . The symbols proceeding from the CS encoder are directly encoded using the spirals and then transmitted through the channel. There is no processing before encoding. It can be seen in Fig. 13 that performance improvement after applying the transformation T β (·) is significant. As β decreases the system performance experiences an increment over the whole CSNR range except when β = 0.4 and the pdf is severely modified. Intuitively, it can be said that β is a parameter that should be jointly optimized with α and Δ in order to obtain the optimal performance for every CSNR.
D. Experimental Results
One of the goals of this paper is to study the applicability of analog JSCC in real communication systems, therefore it is of great interest to compare the simulation results with the experimental ones (which are obtained using the prototype described in Section IV).
In order to do this the same 256 × 256 "Boat" image is considered and both simulation and experimental image reconstructions are presented in Fig. 14 for a CSNR = 30 dB. For this experiment, the encoding block shown in Fig. 11 was implemented using a standard processor. Then the encoded signal was sent to the microcontroller and transmitted through the optical channel.
It can be seen in Fig. 14(b) and (c) that the experimental and simulation results are very similar and the PSNR almost the same in both images. Likewise, Fig. 14(d) and (e) present similar distortion and the reconstructions show remarkable resemblance. Fig. 14(f) is the image reconstruction obtained using the energy allocation method [13] . Notice that, even though it presents a higher PSNR than the ones using T β for β = 0.4, it does not preserve good edge quality and fine detail reconstruction. For this experiment, when the samples are sent directly through the channel after using the single-arm spiral mapping (if no energy allocation or T β is used) the image cannot be adequately reconstructed. It also becomes evident in this experiment that the transformation T β (·) for β = 0.6 results in the best quality image reconstruction outperforming the other techniques in terms of PSNR and fine detail reconstruction.
Regarding implementation issues, the transformation T β (·) is more convenient than the other methods being considered in this paper. The advantage lies in the fact that electronic components have peak power constraints and high CSNR conditions may become impossible to achieve if high-valued symbols cannot be transmitted due to hardware constraints. For instance, in the prototype considered in this paper it is necessary to rely on the transformation T β in order to transmit images and obtain CSNR higher than 20 dB. If no transformation is used, the values of some of the mapped symbols become so high that they cannot be transmitted by the real system.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have designed an analog JSCC communications system for the IM/DD wireless optical channel based on previous schemes used for AWGN channels. Based on experimental results, obtained using our prototype communication system, the IM/DD channel is characterized and its capacity calculated. Taking into account the nonlinear behaviour of the channel, a novel analog JSCC scheme is proposed to transmit data over the optical channel. The performance of the proposed scheme, in theory and practice, closely approaches the theoretical limits for ML and MMSE decoding when the parameters of the system are optimized. For the first time in the literature experimental results of analog JSCC communication systems over optical channels are obtained using a prototype. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is used for image transmission using the combination of compressive sensing and analog JSCC techniques. A new technique that involves a nonlinear transformation is introduced to the system model to improve its performance. The proposed system presents an excellent performance, while requiring very small complexity.
